Internet Scavenger Hunt 4 Answers
native american internet scavenger hunt - native american internet scavenger hunt georgia performance
standard: ss4h1: the student will describe how early native american cultures developed in north america. a.
locate where the american indians settled with emphasis on arctic (inuit), northwest (kwakiutl), plateau (nez
perce), southwest (hopi), plains (pawnee), and southeastern (seminole). web internet scavenger hunts troy high school - a hunt for facts about a butterfly : a search for facts about butterflies with the help of the
internet. a social studies scavenger hunt : this scavenger hunt involves some of the foods eaten at certain
times in history. a desert scavenger hunt : the desert is the theme of this scavenger hunt for a science class.
this interactive internet scavenger hunt takes students ... - this interactive internet scavenger hunt
takes students through the pbs website. it provides links to answer questions about the events that led up to
the american revolution. it also gives students links to research the battles and the difference between british
and american soldiers. internet scavenger hunt - cisoto.tx - internet scavenger hunt find the answers for
the questions below using googles search engine. try to think of ways you can shorten or tighten the phrasing
to yield the best search results. if questions are short enough you can just type the question. internet
scavenger hunt - framingham adult esl - 11anslate “how are you?” in french from babelfishtavista french
translation: _____ 12. go to wal-mart and select an item to purchase. shakespeare internet scavenger hunt
- welcome to rcsd - shakespeare internet scavenger hunt directions : answer the following questions about
shakespeare using the world book online . 1. the theatre was closed for a few years because plague outbreak
in 1603. {the king’s men} 2. scavenger hunt shakespeare - amazon s3 - william shakespeare william
shakespeare internet scavenger hinternet scavenger hinternet scavenger hunt untunt ... as an introduction to
our unit on romeo and juliet, complete this scavenger hunt to learn more about the author, william
shakespeare, his writings, and the era in which he lived. as you go to each site, skim the material or read ...
internet scavenger hunt answer sheet - cisoto.tx - internet scavenger hunt answer sheet 1. when did
william barret travis write his famous letter from the alamo? answer: february 24, 1836 2. where was dr pepper
invented? space interactive internet scavenger hunt - henderson's class - space interactive internet
scavenger hunt this interactive internet scavenger hunt is aligned to various space standards. it provides
students with an engaging way to learn about planets, the moon, stars, day & night cycle, and seasons.
students explore the mrssbaum, ducksters, and other websites to answer questions. internet scavenger
hunt - pbs - internet scavenger hunt directions: you are on a mission to learn more about the role of africanamericans in the civil war. use the websites listed below to find answers to the following questions. 1. what is
known for certain about blacks fighting in the civil war? websites new york times disunion blog, “teaching civil
war history 2.0” solar system scavenger hunt activity - scavenger hunt scavenger hunt scavenger hunt
scavenger hunt the sun is 93-million miles away from earth. this is equal to 146-million kilometers. venus has
more volcanoes than any other planet. mercury is the closest planet to the sun, but it is not the hottest. venus
is the hottest planet because it has many clouds that trap in heat. physics internet scavenger hunt sciencespot - physics internet scavenger hunt name _____ for each site below, log follow the link(s) and begin
your hunt for information! once you are done, you can go back and explore any of the sites in greater detail!
enjoy! amusement park physics ( sciencespot > kid zone > physics: motion & forces) 1. vocabulary word
definition - franklinboe - this interactive internet scavenger hunt is a great way for students to learn about
the articles of confederation. it provides them with appropriate websites to find the definitions to important
vocabulary words, research the answers to various questions, as well as read about the powers given the
states and to congress.
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